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**Title word cross-reference**

$I$ [LS94]. $N$ [BKL90]. $t$ [IKWZ90]. $x$ [HP91].

-composition [LS94]. -Kernel [HP91].
-resilient [IKWZ90]. -version [BKL90].

0.1 [LLG98].

1 [BDF96].

3D [Eil99].

80x86 [SPL96].

95 [WB97].

**A** [LR95]. abilities [DMW+95]. ability

[FW93b]. Abstract [CL95, IW95, SWO97].
abstraction [Bis90, CNR90, GSM+95, HKL+98, SWO97].

Abstractions [SDK+95, CMS96, EHO94, GCB+98, MR98].
ABYSS [WC90]. access [DS90, GS93, HO90, KM99, VMC90].
Accessing [RP93]. Accountability [Kai96].
accuracy [Jor95]. accurate [HR94a, KIR+99, LBJ+95]. Achieving
[Hel93, KM90a, TT95, TN97, ACG93].

ACL2 [You97]. acquisition [RW91]. action
[KR95, LKBK91]. actions
[TC95, WB97, WR96]. activity [QSvMG96].
Ada [Kar90a, MO90, YLT93, AE92, Cor96b, DiI90,
GN97, GMP90, Hem90, HW89, KSB89,
KB90, KB91, LL97, Mos90, TCO91, WB97].
Ada95 [Che97]. Ada95-like [Che97].
Adaptive [Fer99, GH91, KS94b, FTTV96, HRPL+95].
decompositional [LSB94]. deductive
[MW92]. def [PLR94]. def-use [PLR94].
defect [CBC92, FN99, Lev90]. defects
[AE92, KK99]. deferred
[CB99, SLL93, YD93]. Defining
[BMB99, DL91, Foc93]. definite [Sta95].
definition [CMBC93, LV95, Yad90]. delay
[vG91]. deliberations [RD92]. delivered
[FHL98]. demand [ML95]. DeMarco
[RLL93]. DeMillo [Gir93]. denial
[YG90]. density [GK91]. Dependability
[LB94, AAA+90, BS96, CMS98, KIR+99,
KM90a, LI95, MS97b]. dependences
[PC90]. dependencies [DS90].
dependency [BDV91, Mos90, SD98].
dependent [BD91, HDL90]. Derivation
[War96, ACDW94, HvB94, MH91, PF90,
RGB93, Sta93, WS92]. Describing
[Le98]. descriptions [Kun91, MH91]. Design
[HPR+97, Jar98, SVK97, WEHL94, AK98a,
BLS91, BS91a, BL94, BB90, BMM96, BK98,
BMB99, CGZ91, CRCK98, CK94b, CNW90,
CSC95, CDFP97, CHB92, CY90, CL95,
DT94, DF98, Ehr97, EH91, FH92, FGN92,
FR96, GCG90, Gr94, HW91, HNU94,
JD96, KR93, KH92b, KB95, KS93, LS94,
LB91, MDC92, NY90, ORSvH95, Sat92,
Sen97, SW93, SO94, SO98, SC98, TMC99,
TC95, WR97, Yad90]. design-level
[BK98]. designers [FGNR92]. Designing
[BK98b, CCTCR92, HR94b]. designs
[AE92, VV93]. detect
[HKL+98, LR97, TM98]. detected [CY96].
Detecting
[LW92, DMW+95, FW93b, GSO93].
detection [AK94, BB90, CGK98, Cor96a,
HL93, HR95, IK95, KS91, KS94c,
LC95, LLG98, MK92b, PV95, PZC+96,
RT93, WH94]. detector [JD96].
Determining [Sin91]. Deterministic
[AJ93, SB99, TCO91]. developers [BSV96].
Developing [BBH93, PJ91]. development
[BHT+93, BSV96, BG98, CRCK98, DB98,
GHM98, HLN+90, KM90a, MTMS92,
MB94, MVD96, MA93, MWB99,
MM+97b, NAT93, PK91, PN97, PSTV97,
RD92, RF92, RGFR98, RGRF91, RP99,
SM90, SF95, SMYP99, TBH91, VF92,
YSW+91, ZEW95, vG91]. deviations
[Cug98]. device [TMC99]. diagnosis
[WLS97]. diagrams
[BBC96, BC95, DM90, Fra92, PSTS91].
dictionary [BDS93]. different
[Kun91, NvS90, Nov95b]. difficult [Fin96].
Dijkstra [NBK95]. dimensional
[DCN93, WMS+92]. directed
[GKNV93, RW94]. directions [MMM95].
disciplined [DZ90]. Discrete
[CNT99, BL94, De90, Gae96, WK90].
Discrete-event [CNT99, BL94, Gae96].
discussion [SB98]. disk [CS92]. dispatcher
[LR92]. Distributed [AB94, CMS96, JZ98,
AT93, AG91, ACG93, BS91a, BKT92, Bar90,
CK94a, CSL91, CDI90, CY92, De90,
DJ94, GSM+95, GSW92, HW90, HD91,
HM95, HNR99, HPR+97, Hou90, HBR91,
HR95, KM90a, LS90b, MB94, MS91,
KM90a, LS94c, KB95, LS90b, LB94, LS99,
MYK94, Min91, Mul90, PS93, PS97, RS93,
Sat92, SC98, SMYP99, TT95, Tr96,
TN97, VD95, WHH+92, WW91]. distribution
[CGP99, TYOJ91, Vos91]. distributions
[Gut95]. do [ZJ96]. document [Ebr97].
documentation [Nat93, PMI94, PP98].
does [HT90]. Domain
[TMC99, ABC99, CRL99, FGN92,
HRPL+95, KS99b, SM98, Tia95, Pek92].
domain-oriented [FGNR92].
Domain-specific [TMC99, ABC99,
CRL99, HRPL+95, KS99b]. drawing
[BDL95, DM90, GKNV93]. driven
[AG93b, GS90a, vLDL98]. drivers [TMC99].
DSA [CMS96]. DSP [RH91]. DSPNs
[HH99]. during [BHT+93, RD92, VV96].
Dynamic [SZ92, WM97, Kor97, KM90b,
LR92, RCGF97, RT90, Voa92, VV96].
dynamic-priority [RCGF97]. dynamically
[SVC97].
Experience [Jor95, MRF+98, SO94, ACJ+96, CMSW93, RWG90, Wey93].

Experiences [ELC+98, Das92, Das93].

experiment [BPV94, BKL90, KM90a, MS99, PV895, PST97, PT98].

Experimental [BS91b, BLW90, AHSR93, CMS98, ECK+91, FW93a, P.J97, YS93].

Experimentally [GGJ+91].

Experimenting [ODK99].

experiments [BS91b, BLW90, AHSR93, CMS98, ECK+91, FW93a, LJS91, LV97, LRF95, RLP90, Wey90, Wey93].

data [CNT99].

data [DK99].

Factors [RGFR98, YSW+01, RGRF01, YS93].

failure [BC90, CS94, FF96, Gut95, ML95, MMN+92, Sch93, Voa92].

failure-based [Voa92].

failures [CY96, MMN+92, NG90].

failible [AHSR93].

families [BS91].

fast [Ran93].

fault [AAA+90, AG93a, AK98b, BG91, DMW+95, FW93b, HRT93, KIR+99, KIT93, MvMS93, Mor90a, MK92b, OA96, ORSVh95, Pik06, PJ91, RT93, Rus99, SGT90, S91, Ta96, TC95, WH94, WW91, WS90].

fault-based [Mor90a, Ta96].

fault-detecting [DMW+95, FW93b].

fault-detection [WH94].

fault-prone [MK92b, OA96].

fault-tolerance [AK98b, SGTC90].

fault-tolerant [AG93a, BG91, HT93, ORSVh95, Pik06, PJ91, Rus99, WW91].

faults [BK90, KIT93].

FieldBus [CDM95].

file [Gai91, RP93, Sat92, TN97].

files [LM90, RP93].

filter [Gra91].

finite [FvBK+91, GS93, LBP94].

finite-state [LBP94].

firm [CCS91].

firm [BC99].

fit [SV92].

Fixed [Ves94, BTW95, HKL94, KAS93, MT96].

Fixed-priority [Ves94, HKL94].

flat [DA91].

flexible [Cug98, HY791, Jar98, MKH97].

Flow [Dan94, Amn92, BM94, BR90, EG90, FG97, FW93a, HLR92, KP91, LJS91, LV97, LRF95, RLP90, Wey90, Wey93].

fluid [CNT99].

fly [DS98].

footprint [NAT93].

formalism [DFPT90, GMMP91].

Formally [WLS97].

formed [FM94].

foundation [AG93a].

foundations [HL93].

fourth [HG99].

fourth-order [HG99].

Fragmenting [S191].

frame [BR95].

frames [BR95].

Framework [KPF97, ACJ+96, BG98, BWF99, CPM94, Dev95, DM90, GdB96, HGR92, KPF95, LLG98, MK94, MBB+97, NG97, PP94, S91, SC96, VS95].

franca [Tay92].

front [TBH91].

front-end [TBH91].

Function [AR96, L90, JL93, KP92, MBM94, RLL93].

Functional [Mil90, BO94, Gov93, MCB90].

functions [DL91, Foo93, H97, LV97, PC92, PJKH99].

fundamental [PZ93].

fundamentals [MW92].

G [YLT93].

galaxy [BB91].

games [DIM95].

gap [FKV91, LSH94].

general [Dil90, HGR92, KP95, ML96, QSVMG96].

Generalization [FN91].

Generalized [CMBC93, GDG92, KH92b, KS94c, LBP94].
generated [PP98]. generating [BU91, HWR99, Vos91, WGS94].

Generation [SLvH92, AW95, BM94, CGP+90, DO91, GN97, Gir93, HKR90, Kor90, OOO90, PSTS91, QsvMG96, TMC99, TVK90].
generators [BG97]. generic [Nov97, WM97]. GenVoca [BG97].
goal-driven [vLDL98]. good [Bur96].
grained [RH91]. grammar [WW91]. Grammars [MC92, Hem90, Le 98]. graph [BDL95, EG90, LV97, Le 98, Luc90, NM94, War96]. graphical [ACS90, MS97a, WMS+92]. graphs [AM90, CCJS94, GKNV93, Mos90, Ser96].
Gries [NBK95]. group [Rei96]. Growth [Ano95b, LKKB91, TYOJ91].
guaranteed [SHH91]. Guaranteeing [Bur96, GHS95]. guarantees [MIS97].


handlers [Gov93]. handling [CG92, FGH+94, SLvH92].

hard [AS97, HKL94, SZ92, SG91, SHH91, XP93a, XP93b].

hard-real-time [SHH91, XP93a, XP93b]. Hashing [LRLH91].

Heap [Gra91]. Heap-filter [Gra91].

heterogeneous [CP91, HBR91, SK91].

heuristic [Kun91]. HI [HT90]. HI-VISUAL [HT90].
Hierarchical [Buc99, HM95, KIR+99, NM94, HL96, Muh91, SGCT90].

hierarchically [CB94]. hierarchy [DMW+95].

High [KMR91, BBH93, BMB99, GMMP91, LC92, RMSF91, YD92].

high-level [BMB99, GMMP91]. high-risk [BBH93].

higher [ACG93, Cam90].

highlights [BPW90]. highly [FC99].

history [NK91, Nat93]. Hoffman [Con90].

homogeneous [GAF91, Rom91].

hookup [Mc90]. hopCP [AG94a].

horizontally [SI91]. human [YS93]. hybrid [CDIY90, HW90, TWJ92, YD92].

Hypercharts [PMdO99]. hypercube [BB90]. hypergeometric [TYOJ91].

hypermedia [PMdO99]. hypertext [Ost95].


lightweight [ELC+98, Fea98]. like [Che97, NS91]. limited [Dan94]. line [DJC94, ESS92, GJB96, WRH98, WLS97].
lingua [Tay92]. Lipton [Foo93].
Lisp [KM97]. LISPACK [IM93]. list [Ano99].
Literate [Ost95]. liveness [SY93]. LL [Shi93]. Load [LRLH91, AG91, AW95, BDV91, KHR99, Kun91, LR92, Rom91, SS95b].
load-balancing [LR92]. local [FC99, HMRS98]. locality [CDY92]. location [KS94b, TT95]. location-based [TT95].
locking [EG90, HD91, TR91, YD93].
logarithmic [CS94]. logging [AM98]. logic [AL95, Cam90, CcdC92, CcdC93, Han95, KB91, KM97, Nes93, Par93, SR98, Tay92, YLT93].
logic-based [CcdC92, CcdC93, KB91, YLT93].
logic-synthesis [AL95].
logical [Aud97, FMM94]. Logres [CCTCR92]. look [ND90]. Loop [SG95, Bls90]. loops [AEHB96, Kan90, Tow86, Tow90].
LOTOS [HvB94, PF90]. Lower [AM90]. LRU [GS93]. luck [DIM95]. lumpable [FM94].
LUSTRE [HLR92].

M [YLT93]. Machine [SF95, IW95, KSH+92]. machines [KMR91, LvBP94, Sha92]. maintaining [KH92a, LMR92].
Maintenance [WH92, CB93, CER90, GL91, GK91, HM93, Jor95, PC90, Raj92, Sch99, VV96]. Maisie [BL94]. Making [BW94, DF98].
management [BB93, CGZ91, GHM98, HBR91, KMB91, LMM96, LS99, WF93].
manager [ND90]. Managerial [CDK98].
marked [CCJS94, Ser96]. marking [War96].
Markov [Bou94, CM96, SNH93, WT94].
masking [AK98b]. masses [Fin96].
massively [AG91]. Mathematical [Fin96, Di93]. Mawi [ABB99].
maximally [Qin93]. mean [Ser96].
meaning [GN95]. meaning-preserving [GN95]. means [HLR92]. measure [Har92, TZ95].
Measurement [BMB97, KPF97, WS90, AR96, BMB96, BDW99, Das92, Das93, Fen94, HM96, KP92, KPF95, MBB+97, Nov95a, PDB+97, TLP95, WH94, YZM97, Zha91, Zuz97].
Measurements [HW89, Kar90a, CBC+92]. Measures [SS95b, BS96, BMB99, CS91, Ebe92, KMB92, LJS91, MRF+98].
Meet [Qin93]. meetings [P97, SB98]. membership [Rei96]. Memory [DS90, Bur96, GGJ+90, GW92, KH92a, Zha91].
metadata [HBR91]. metaphor [Car90]. metaparadigm [LZ95].
Method [RS95, BC90, Che86, De 90, GS99, Hr90, HW94, KdB91, KR93, LRF95, LvBP94, MKH97, PSS93, SKN96, YG90].
methodologies [SO94]. Methodology [Sch92, AAA+90, AB94, CDOT97, EH91, IM93, LLG98, LOHS98a, LOHS+98b, MS91, NBK95, PZC+96, RGF98, RGF91, YSW+01]. methods [ACJ+96, Cor96a, CCR95, DMW+95, ELC+98, Fea98, FP94, FW93b, FHL99, GPS96, Haa99, PVB95, Sea99, TC95, VV93].
metric [Sea93]. metrics [BKWZ94, BMB96, CK94b, CDK98, CSCK95, DB98, GBB90].
HCN98, HM96, RLL93, Sch92, Sch99.


Mixed [RC90]. mobile [MR98, WB98, WF98]. Mobility [Ano98b, DFP98, FPV98, WR96]. mode [BPWC90]. Modechart [JM94]. Model [Ano96b, BCY01, Bar95, CAB+98, AJ93, AG93b, BFG93, Bos95, BBC96, BC95, CS94, CCH96, CM96, CGK98, Dro95, FF96, HT96, HKL+98, Hol97, IW95, JC93, JO97, KH92a, LP98b, LS90c, LDS+90, Luq90, Mad92, ML95, MC97, Nic90, PN97, PC90, RS94, RT93, RC90, Sah92, Sch93, TYO91, VT92, WW90, WT94, Woo95, SMS99].

model-oriented [Nic90]. Modeling [BFL+95, BD91, CB93, HYT91, NG90, SCGT90, Smi91, TMT93, WRH98, DA91, ELC+98, El99, HM95, KIR+99, KMBR92, LKBK91, LK92, LS91, Lev90, LB94, PA91, Puc92, RM93, RSA98, SSM90, TLP95, Zha91]. Models [FK91, ADS99, BA93, BBH93, BCLS90, CBS99, Cug98, Ebr99, FMM94, FN99, FvBK+91, HGR92, HZO98, HWR99, Jor95, KWM92, LB91, MT96, MRT91, MK92a, MMB+97b, MS99, NvS90, OB92, Sar95, SNH93, Tia95, VAA99, Ves94].

modern [CMS98, DR93]. modes [FF96]. Modified [SLL93]. Modular [BDM96, EHO94, BA93, LCK98].

modularization [Yad90]. Module [Hou90, Con90, Ho90, HS91a, RS94].


multitolerant [AK98a]. Multiversion [IKK90, NG90]. mural [FEG92]. mutation [OL94].

navigation [UGB93]. necessary [Fen94]. need [SWO97]. needed [Sar95].


Network [Ano98b, BG98, BDV91, FN91, Gai91, HGR92, HP91, KML96, Pek92, PA91, Rom91, SL92]. Network-Aware [Ano98b]. networks [CGP99, IKWZ90, LS90c, NWPM95, QSwMG96, TM98, WSY91].

neural [HGR92, KSH+92, MS92, Smi92, SL92, WS92]. No [Sar95, MN+92, RT90]. no-waiting [RT90]. nondeterministic [LvBP94]. nonfunctional [MCN92].

noninterference [TFCB90]. nonlinear [TVC94]. nonmasking [AK98b].

nonrandomness [Fel90]. nonregenerative [Haa99]. nontraditional [SS91].

normalization [Amm92]. notation [Fin96, LS90a]. notifications [BR95]. note [HH97, Pik06]. null [De 90]. NUMA [ZQ91]. number [AM90, CY96, Ebr97]. numbers [Vos91]. Numerical [Kem96].
O [GSM+95]. **Object**
[KM92, LX93, SMS99, ADS99, BBM96, BA99, BBC96, BK95, BMB99, BDW99, CK94b, CDK98, CSCK95, CHB92, DK94, HCN98, HS97, HNU94, Lar90, LM92, MCB90, MM90, SPL98, SD98, WH92].

object-based [BMB99]. **Object-oriented** [LX93, BBM96, BDW99, CDK98, CHB92, HCN98, HS97, HNU94, Lar90, LM92, MCB90, WH92].

Objectcharts [CHB92].

objectives [Hel93].

Objects [KM92, HO90, IK96, Mil90, Mos92, SVK97, Win90].

obligations [CPKM94]. **Observer** [DJC94].

office [DZ90]. **Offutt** [Gir93]. on-line [DJC94, GJB96, WRH98, WLS97].

On-the-fly [DS98]. online [HYT91].

ontological [WW90]. open [Min91].

operation [Mor90b]. operational [LW97, ODK99, vLW98]. operations [ZJ96].

opinion [CS94]. opportunism [Sen97].

Optimal [BP90, Gut95, IKWZ90, Mul90, PS93, AM98, BU91, DKKP91, FAl92, GDT92, KH92b, RCGF97, Sch93, Sin91].

optimistic [AM98, HD91]. Optimization [BA93, BJ91, Pek92, Sar95, SS91].

optimized [BBH93]. optimizing [SS95a].

OR-tree [LW90]. oracles [PP98]. Orca [BKT92]. order [Cam90, GPS96, HG99].

organization [SB98]. organizing [Yad90].

orientation [DK94]. oriented [BBM96, BDW99, BLW90, CK94b, CDK98, CSCK95, CHB92, CG92, ES92, FGMR92, GS99, GDT92, HCN98, HS97, HNU94, Lar90, LM92, LX93, MS91, MCB90, MWB99, MCN92, Nic90, OB92, WH92].

Orthogonal [CBC+92, RS96]. OSI [Kar90a, HW89]. OSI-style [Kar90a, HW89]. output [BKZW94].

overhead [HW89, Kar90a]. owned [Mut92].

packaging [CP91]. page [WF93]. PAISLey [Zav91]. papers [FHL99]. paradigm

JR99, TT95, WEHL94]. paradigms [VS95].

Parallel [Pek92, AG91, BKT92, Bar90, BB93, BLW90, Bur96, GS90a, GDG92, IM93, JR99, KH92b, LRF95, LW90, LSB94, PC92, PA91, Qin93, SD90, SB99, YPV91, ZQ91].

parallel/distributed [PC92]. parallelism [Aud97, GD93, GS90b]. parallelization [WS97]. parameters [HvB94, TYOJ91].

Parametric [BDL95]. Parnas [X93].

parsers [HKR90, SLvH92]. Parsing [TV94, BB91, CDOT97, SD90, Shi93].


Partition [Gut90, HT90, CY94, Han95, TDM93, WJ91].

partitioning [Cl93, CY90]. partly [LM90].

Pascal [NS91]. Pascal-like [NS91].


Performance [CB99, DR93, GGD92, GAF91, Liu98, Mor90b, RT90, SS95a, TR91, YD93, Zha91, ZQ91, ACG93, EG90, FM94, GW92, HW90, HNU94, HWR99, IM93, KSH+92, KMR91, Ran93, RMSF91, SW93, W95]. periodic [CS92, GHS95, P9A97, PLL93].

Persistent [KM92, Mos92]. perspective [HM96].


phase [TR91]. philosophers [KM90b].

physical [CY90]. Pictorial [SL92].

pictures [Lam95]. PIE [Voa92]. pipelined [GW92]. place [CV98]. places [WR96].

Planning [HZ98, GCB*98]. Playground [GSM+95]. point

[JL93, KP92, MT96, RLL93]. pointers [CB93, Kar90b, PL94]. points
AR96, LJ90, MBM94, MRT91. Poisson CS94, Sahl92. policies CB93, KS94b. policy Bos95, CS92, LR92, LS99, RT90. policy-based LS99. port SVK97. port-based SVK97. possibilistic McL96. possibly BC90. potential SS95b. PQL Jar98. practical Das92, Das93, KL94, Ros95, Swo97. practice AN96, Bar95, LSH94. Pre CDM95, AS97, SG91. Pre-run-time CDM95, AS97, SG91. precedence AM90, XP90, Xu93. Precise PMI94. Predicate Par93, BG91, Kar90b, ROS98, Tai96. predicate/transition BG91. predicates HMR989, VD95. predict RW97. Predicting HS91b, OA96. Prediction KWM92, FN99, Jor95, KDMdS91, ZQ91. Predictive KMBR92. preemptive CW90, RCGF97. presence WR96. presentation Jac91, JFH92. preserving GN95. preventing YG90. prevention Bar90. price AZ91. primary HT93. primary-site HT93. primitives BD893. priority BTP95, HKL94, KAS93, LS95, RCGF97, Ves94, WM95. Prism MS91, SKN96, Mad92. Prism-methodology MS91. privately Mut92. probabilities ML95. probability MMN92, Ron91. problem BM95, HS93, KK98, KM90b, LMM96. problems EH91, TDN93. procedure BM95, CCHK90, Kit98, PT98. procedures Nov97. process ADS99, BFG93, BFL95, BHT93, BPV94, CHBC93, CB94, CM96, Che97, CBC92, CGL94, Cug98, JC93, JLMH91, JO97, KM90a, KK99, KB95, LHHHR94, LJ90, MS91, MK92a, MCN92, Sch99, Sen97, SSV99, SO98, TBH91. process-control CB94, JLMH91, LHHHR94. process-oriented MS91, MCN92. processes AR96, CNW90, CVW98, EJ90, GHS95, HT91, SO98, VAA99, VV96, XP90, Xu93. processing CDJY90, CDY92, DKKP91, KH92b, ZQ91. processor Bar95, GST91, Kau90, Tow86, Tow90. processors AM90, CGP99, GAF91, LR95, LBJ95. product Dr95, FNR91. production CcdC92, CcdC93, GS90a, Hu97, PKJ99. productivity BSV96, GK91, HS91b, MVD96. profiles Hal95. Profiling RLP90. Program Han95, KNE92, ACG93, BC90, CCF94, DH92, Dev95, Eng99, GL91, Gri94, GN95, HT90, HM93, HC90, HW94, Jar98, Kor97, LV97, LC92, MW92, MDC92, MW90, NTTF91, PP94, PP96, PP98, PC90, Sm90, VF92, WR94b. Programmer RW90, GSM95. Programming HLR92, NS91, BTK92, Bis90, BL90, CTCR92, GH91, Gov93, HT90, How90, JR99, LJS90, Liu98, MK97, MR98, MWW99, Ost95, RC90, Ros95, Tai92. programs And97, Bar90, BM94, Bur96, CT98, CB94, Che98, Cor96b, Dil90, GH95, GPS96, Go90, GMP90, Hua90, KSB99, Kau90, Kor97, LMR92, LSF94, LB94, MO90, Mos90, Muh91, MK92b, PM94, Qin93, RGB93, SB99, Sta93, SHH91, TCO91, Tai96, TLK92, Tow86, Tow90, TVK90, VD95, WM95, WF98, WH92, Yad90, YD95, YPV91. project AHSR93, SS97, TBH91. Projecting AE92. projection Che86, Hir90. projects LS92. projects-bridging LS94. prolegomena ORSvH95. Prolog DW90, DA91, HS91a, Kau90b, NJ91. Prolog-based NJ91. prone MK92b, OA96, SB91. Proof CA93, Sto94, CPK94. Properties BMB97, LJS91, Dil90, FMM94, FG97, Jac91, McL96, PZ91, PDB97, VMC90. Property
15

[BM96, BM97, PDB+97, Zus97].

**Property-based**
[BM96, BM97, PDB+97, Zus97].

**Protein** [BCD97], protection [WC90],
protocol [Che86, Hir90, HR98, LR97,
Ran93, Rei96, Suz90, SSM90].

**Protocols** [AN96, Aba97, CRL99, CDY92, HT96,
HP91, Kal96, KM99, MYK94, Min91, Nes93,
Sch98, VMC90].

**Protyping** [BPWC90].
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